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ABSTRACT
The experiments reported in this paper explored the
possibility of manipula tin g confidence rating responses
independent of changes in conformity b eha v i o r through the
use of an operant conditioning procedure.

They also ex

amined subsequent differences in conformity beh avior as a
function of the direction in w h i c h confidence ratings were
changed.
Experimental subjects participated in a p s e u d o —ESP
experiment by rendering ESP judgments and rating their
confidence in the accuracy of these judgments on a 100point scale.

They received positive reinforcement,

on a

75 per cent schedule, for confidence rating responses
somewhat above or below the mean of their baseline c o n f i 
dence ratings.

The subsequent conformity beh avior of those

experimental subjects who conditioned to a criterion of 16
reinforceable confidence rating responses in 20 trials was
compared w i t h the conformity be havior of three control
groups.
In Experiment I, the experimental subjects received
reinforcement for confidence ratings one standard deviation
above or b e l o w the mean of the confidence ratings they had
emitted in a group ESP test.

Few subjects in this e xpe ri

ment conditioned to criterion,

x

and the experiment was

xi
terminated.

It was redesigned to provide a rating of base

line confidence behavior in the conditioning situation*
During Experiment II, experimental subjects received
reinforcement on a 7 5 per cent schedule for confidence
ratings equal to or beyond the five highest or lowest ratings
produced during 3 0 baseline trials immediately preceding the
conditioning series*

Two groups of six subjects each were

obtained, one of which was conditioned to increase its con
fidence ratings and one to decrease its confidence ratings*
The confidence ratings and subsequent conformity behavior of
these two groups was compared with similar behaviors emitted
by subjects in three control groups.
One member of each control group was matched with one
of the experimental subjects on number of trials to criterion
in the conditioning task*

Group

controlled for the ef

fects of experimentally induced failure upon confidence
ratings and conformity behavior.

Its members received three

reinforcements only during the conditioning period*

Group

controlled for the effects of participation in the condi
tioning task upon confidence ratings and conformity behavior*
Its members were told they would receive no information about
the accuracy of their ESP judgments until the experiment ended.
Group C3 controlled for the effects of positive reinforcement
per se upon conformity behavior.

Its members did not emit

confidence ratings; they were reinforced on each trial that
the experimental subjects with whom they were matched had

xii
received reinforcement.
Conformity behavior was measured in the autokinetic
situation.

Change in estimated distance of autokinetic

movement in response to a false group norm supplied by the
experimenter provided an index of conformity.
The results of Experiment II indicated that confidence
rating behavior can be manipulated with an operant condi
tioning procedure, but that more work is needed to obtain
an accurate and stable measure of baseline confidence rating
behavior.
A nearly significant feedback effect was noted.

Those

subjects instructed that they would be told each time they
gave a correct ESP judgment tended to rate their confidence
lower than subjects who expected no feedback until the end
of the experiment.
There were no significant differences in conformity
behavior among the experimental and control groups.

It was

suggested that the pseudo-ESP situation used in the condi
tioning series imposed a set to conform on all subjects.
The results of these experiments were discussed in
terms of future research on the manipulation of confidence
rating behavior independent of changes in conformity be
havior through the use of an operant conditioning procedure.

INTRODUCTION
Among the variables which may contribute to conformity
behavior la the Individual's confidence In the accuracy of
his own perceptual judgments*

Xf the Individual Is confi—

dent that his own judgment is correct, it is logical to
assume that he will not endorse an erroneous judgment ren
dered by another Individual*

Conversely, it is logical to

assume that as the Individual's confidence in the accuracy
of his own judgments decreases he will tend to emit more
conforming responses*

The purpose of the present research

was to examine the thesis that a person's confidence in the
accuracy of his perceptual judgments has some systematic ef
fect upon his conformity behavior.
The experimental literature on the relationship between
confidence responses and conformity behavior was reviewed*
It was concluded that previous experiments have not achieved
a truly independent manipulation of confidence responses*
In the present research an attempt was made to determine
whether verbalized confidence ratings could be manipulated
independent of changes in conformity behavior with an operant
conditioning procedure; and whether the direction of this
manipulation induced differences in amount of conformity be
havior •
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Assumptions imnii^it in the confidence— conformity
s hip
Implicit in the thesis that confidence affects conform
ity axe two basic assumptions*

First* confidence is assumed

to be an underlying personality trait*

This assumption is

reflected in much of the previous research on confidence
behavior.

It is most clearly apparent in experiments de

signed to measure the consistency of confidence behavior
(Jersild, 1929; Johnson, 1954; Klein & Schoenfeld, 1941; and
Obrink, 1949)-

In each of these experiments, verbal confi

dence behavior was found to be consistent and general, as
would be predicted from the assumption that verbalized
confidence reflects an underlying personality trait.

Johnson

(1954) and Wolff (1953) attempted to strengthen the assump
tion that confider.ee Is a personality trait by studying the
consistency of different types of confidence behaviors
demonstrated by their subjects*

They obtained disappointing

correlations between verbal and behavioral measures of con
fidence.

Their results suggest a major problem inherent in

the study of confidence behavior;

although a verbal state

ment of confidence possesses at least a degree of face
validity, there are no other external criteria available at
the present time which may be used to determine the validity
of different behavioral measures of confidence*

For this

reason, the terms "confidence behavior" and "verbal confi
dence" will refer to the subject's verbal statement of

confidence in the adequacy of his answers in the present
discussion.
The present research tested the assumption that confi
dence is an underlying personality trait only indirectly.
Confidence in the present experiments was defined opera
tionally as a class of verbal behavior emitted by a subject
when asked to rate her confidence in the accuracy of her
Judgments, rather than as a personality trait.

However,

the hypotheses tested in these experiments contained an
assumption that each subject's verbal confidence behavior
reflected accurately her underlying confidence in his Judg
ments.
The present experiments were concerned more specifi
cally with a second basic assumption, that confidence per
se has some systematic effect upon conformity behavior.
Most evidence supporting this assumption comes from corre
lational experiments.

Studies by Boomer (1959)* Kelley &

Lamb (1957), MacBride (1953), and Thorndike (1933) all
indicated that baseline verb ail confidence behavior and fre
quency of c o n f o m i t y behavior are inversely related.

Simi

lar results have been obtained in studies employing
post-conformity induction measures of verbal confidence
(Rosenberg, 1959; Sherlf & Harvey, 1952; and Tuddenham &
MacBride, 1959), and in experiments correlating subjects'
verbalised confidence in the accuracy of specific Judgments
with their tendency to change those Judgments under social
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Influence (Fisher, Williams, & Lubin, 1957; and Wiener,
195B).

These correlational experiments also indicate that

an inverse relationship exists between strength of confi
dence statements and amount of conformity behavior*

How

ever, correlational experiments employing groups of subjects
that differ in baseline confidence behavior do not provide
evidence that verbal confidence per se affects conformity
behavior*

Subjects who differ in baseline confidence be

havior and in conformity behavior may do so because of some
other variable, such as reinforcement history, which may
affect both of these behaviors simultaneously*
In order to obtain evidence that confidence

a

direct effect upon conformity behavior, it is necessary to
manipulate verbal confidence as an independent variable*
That is, it must be possible to demonstrate that subsequent
changes or differences in conformity behavior are a function
of the direction and amount of change in verbal confidence
rather than of the operations employed to manipulate verbal
confidence.
Spsggtionp ufigd to manipulate confidence behavior
Two experimental operations have been employed in pre
vious attempts to manipulate verbal confidence behavior*

A

review of the experiments in which these operations have
been employed suggests th&t neither operation can be used
to manipulate confidence behavior independent of changes in
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conformity behavior*

It seaai quite probable that a con

found between production of a given level of confidence
behavior and manipulation of conformity behavior existed In
previous attempts to study the confidence-conformity rela
tionship through systematic manipulation of confidence re
sponses*
The operation which has been most frequently used to
manipulate confidence responses Is the systesiatle variation
of stimulus ambiguity or judgment difficulty*

Kelley &

Lamb (1957), Lund (1926), Seward (1928), Sherlf & Harvey
(1952), and Wiener (195$) obtained evidence of a signifi
cant negative relationship between verbal confidence behav
ior and stimulus ambiguity or judgment difficulty*
Willingham (1956) concluded that confidence In judgment
Increases as the distance between judgment stimuli increases
on a psychological continuum*

In other words, the more able

subjects were to distinguish a correct alternative, the more
confidence they expressed in their answers*

Brim & Hoff

(1957) obtained a positive correlation between their sub
jects' "desire for certainty," as measured by a pencil and
paper test, and ambiguity of Judgment stimuli*

Zajonc &

Morrissette (I960) obtained a positive relationship between
task difficulty and subjects' preferences for clues designed
to reduce uncertainty*

In view of this evidence, it is pos

sible to conclude that verbal confidence behavior can be
manipulated systematically through variation of stimulus

ambiguity or judgment difficulty*
Frequency of conformity behavior, however, also varies
positively with ambiguity of the judgment stimulus (Caylor,
1957; Crutchfield, 1955) and with judgment difficulty
(Blake, Helson, & Mouton, 1957; Coleman, Blake, & Mouton,
1953)*

Deutsch &■ Gerard (1955) have contributed supporting

evidence with their finding that conformity occurs more
frequently when the judgment stimulus is absent at the time
of judgment than when it is present*
Kelley & Lamb (1957), Sherif & Harvey (1952), and
Wiener (1953) manipulated verbal confidence behavior by
varying stimulus ambiguity and found that frequency of con
formity increases as confidence decreases*

However, the

data cited above indicate that their results might be ac
counted for by the effect upon conformity behavior of the
operations which were vised to manipulate confidence state
ments, rather than by change in confidence behavior per se*
The second operation which has been employed to
manipulate verbal confidence is reinforcement of subjects'
judgment responses.

Barker (1946) demonstrated that verbal

confidence varies with the type of reinforcement the subject
receives.

He found an inverse relationship between percen

tage of uncertain choices and difference in relative valence
of the alternatives between which., sub jects were required to
choose*

Controlling for difference in relative valence, he

obtained a significant inverse relationship between percentage
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of uncertain choices and relative magnitude of valence.
Barker also found a significantly greater percentage of
uncertain choices when the alternatives were negative in
valence than when they were positive.

Lotsof (1951) indi

rectly confirmed Barker's results with his finding that
decision tine also varies Inversely with differences in
relative valence of the alternatives.
Reinforcement of judgment responses has been employed
in several experiments to manipulate confidence behavior
and thus to determine the relationship between confidence
and conformity behaviors.

Rosenberg (1959) negatively re

inforced half his subjects by informing them that they had
responded incorrectly on prior trials.

This procedure had

no significant effect upon their subsequent conformity be
havior.

Hochb&um (1954) positively reinforced half his

subjects and negatively reinforced the remaining subjects
after prior trials.

He measured verbal confidence following

reinforcement and found a significant difference between the
two groups.

Subjects whose verbal confidence had been de

creased by the negative reinforcement of their judgments
conformed significantly more often than subjects whose ver
bal confidence had been increased by positive reinforcement
of their judgments.

A somewhat similar procedure was em

ployed by MacBride (1958), who allowed his subjects to
inspect the judgment stimuli and determine whether their
answers had been right or wrong.

He had varied duration of
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presentation of these stimuli to increase the probability
that one group of subjects would respond inaccurately*

The

subjects who were negatively reinforced by finding their
answers wrong subsequently verbalized less confidence in
their responses and conformed more frequently than subjects
who were positively reinforced by discovering their answers
to be correct*
Each of the above experimenters manipulated verbal
confidence by providing their subjects with a history of
success or failure in the judgment situation £lso used to
obtain a measure of conformity behavior*

The results of

Hochbaum's (1954) and MacBride*s (195^) experiments indi
cated that both verbal confidence and conformity behavior
vary as a function of this operation*

Other studies

(DiVesta, 1959; Kelman, 1950; Mausner, 1954; and Mausner &
Bloch, 1957) indicated that frequency of conformity varies
inversely with history of success or failure on a judgment
task.

In view of this fact, it seems possible that the

operations employed by Hochbaum and MacBride, rather than
changes in confidence produced by these operations, may ac
count for subsequent changes in conformity behavior*
It is apparent that verbal confidence behavior cannot
be manipulated Independent of changes in conformity behav
ior with either of the experimental operations described
above*

Conformity behavior also varies systematically with
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ambiguity or difficulty of judgment stimuli and with rein
forcement history in the judgment task.

Independent manipu

lation of confidence behavior must be achieved before
conclusions about the relationship between confidence and
conformity behaviors can be drawn.
Operant conditioning &£
In the present research an attempt was made to achieve
independent manipulation of verbal confidence through the
use of an operant conditioning procedure.

Operant condition

ing has not been employed in previous studies of the rela
tionship between confidence and conformity behaviors.
Greenspoon (1962), Krasner (195®)* and Salzlnger (1959),
have reviewed the verbal conditioning literature, but no
experiments dealing with confidence statements are reported.
Several authors (Nuthmann, 1957; Raimy, 1946; Rogers, I960;
and Salzinger and Pisonl, 1956 and i 960) have attempted to
condition "self reference" verbalizations.

This category

of verbal behaviors does not seem synonomous with confidence
behavior in any of the abov^s experiments, and Salzinger
Pisonl (1956 and i 960) specifically excluded confidence state
ments from the reinforced category.
The operant conditioning paradigm offers several advan
tages not found in previous methods employed to manipulate
verbal confidence with reinforcement.

First, confidence

behavior may be defined operationally as an independent
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variable by waling reinforcement contingent only upon the
subject's verbal confidence response*

Second, only one

operation (positive reinforcement) is employed to manipulate
confidence behavior*

It is not necessary to employ two

operations (positive and negative reinforcement) which may
have different effects upon conformity behavior in order to
manipulate verbal confidence*

Any level of confidence re

sponse may be designated as the response upon which positive
reinforcement is contingent*

Third, the effects of positive

reinforcement per se upon conformity behavior can be differ
entiated from the effects of positive reinforcement of con
fidence responses upon conformity behavior through the use of
appropriate control groups.

Fourth, the effects of rein

forcement history upon conformity behavior may be controlled
further by matching experimental and control subjects on
number of reinforced trials and on total number to condition
ing trials to a criterion of conditioning*

Therefore, it

can be determined whether the independent manipulation of
confidence behavior has a significant effect upon conformity
behavior.
Generalisation
A critical assumption in the use of an operant condi
tioning procedure to manipulate verbal confidence is the
assumption that the effects of the conditioning procedure
generalize to a subsequent conformity situation*

One of the
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p u r p o c w of the present experiment was to determine whether
differences In conformity behsrlor occur es s function of
the direction In which confidence behsrlor Is manipulated
by the conditioning procedure*

In short, a part of the

experiment represented an attempt to determine the validity
of conditioned changes In confidence behavior*

Subsequent

differences In conformity behavior would Indicate that the
conditioning procedure had some effect upon the subjects*
underlying confidence In the accuracy of their judgment re
sponses •
Ho previous experiments could be located in the
literature which employed the verbal conditioning technique
to manipulate rating scale behavior or which Investigated
the generalization of operant conditioning effects to a com*
formity situation*

Generalization or transfer of learning

from verbal conditioning situations to other tasks has beam
demonstrated, but most of the previous experiments have
employed only a very limited measure of generalization*

They

have measured generalization either to a task similar to that
employed in the conditioning procedure (Timmons, 1959;
Greenspoon & Thompson, 1959* end Drennen, 19&3) or to

ex

perimental situation quite similar to the physical situation
in which conditioning was conducted (Greenspoon & Ward,
I960; Timmons, 1959; Timmons, gt gi, 1961; Tobias, I960;
Singer, 1961).
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Timmons (1959) obtained transfer of learning fro* a
verbal conditioning to a free-drawing task*

Subjects rein

forced for verbal responses related to buildings drew
buildings significantly store often than control subjects*
Similarly, Greenspoon & Thompson (1959) found that subjects
reinforced for

responses in a free responding situa

tion subsequently emitted more animal responses to card ten
of the Rorschach than did control subjects.
Greenspoon & Ward (i960) reinforced their subjects din
a Taffel—type situation in one room.

They extinguished

their subjects in the same or in a different room with the
original experimenter or a new experimenter present, and
found no significant differences between groups in resist
ance to extinction.

Timmons (1959)# Timmons,

(1961),

and Tobias (I960) have also reported that changing experi
menters during the extinction period had no significant ef
fect upon generalization.

However, Singer (1961) found that

absence of the experimenter resulted in a significant decre
ment in resistance to extinction.
The failure of the above experiments to obtain a
gradient of generalization was offset by Drennen's (1963)
experiment.

His subjects were verbally reinforced for se

lecting future tense verbs in a Taffel—type conditioning
situation.

He employed a sentence completion test as a

measure of generalization.

Half of the sentence fragments

on the transfer task began with the personal pronouns also
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found In the conditioning tank.

The remaining sentence

fragments began with unrelated nouns*
gradient of generalization:

Drennen obtained a

items on the transfer task

which began with personal pronouns elicited significantly
more transfer beharior than did dissimilar beginning items,
Rogers (I960), however, employed a number of generalization
tasks which were dissimilar to the original conditioning
task.

He reinforced positive or negative self-reference

verbalizations in a quasi-therapy setting and retested his
subjects on a sentence completion test, an adjective self
description check list, and the Taylor Manifest Anxiety
Scale.

The conditioning procedure elicited no significant

changes in any test score.
The present experiments employed a measure of genera
lization which was quite dissimilar from the conditioning
task, both in type of judgment response required and in
physical setting.

However, an attempt was made to offset

these dissimilarities by structuring the two tasks as highly
related in the instructions given each subject.
It was felt that evidence of generalization obtained
under these conditions would offer stronger support for the
validity of changes in confidence produced by the condition
ing procedure.
Awareness
The effect of subject's awareness of the reinforcement
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contingency upon the generalization of the conditioned
confidence response to the conformity situation must also
be considered.

The issue of awareness is a critical one

and an extremely difficult one to evaluate.

Awareness is

usually defined operationally in terms of the subject's
ability to verbalize the reinforcement contingency in re
sponse to a specific set of interview questions.

Levin

(1959)# and Splelberger, Levin, & Shepard (1962) have
demonstrated that the incidence of awareness verbalizations
depends upon the number and nature of the questions asked.
Their research also indicated that verbal conditioning does
not occur in a Taffel procedure for subjects who do not
verbalize the reinforcement contingency during an extensive
interview.

There is, however, little information concern

ing the relationship between awareness and generalization.
Drennen (1963) found that degree of awareness was not sig
nificantly related to transfer of learning.

Mo other ex

periments could be located in the literature which examined
this problem; therefore, it was included for study in the
present research.
Hypotheses
The present experiments were designed to obtain results
indicating whether verbal confidence pey me has some system
atic effect upon conformity behavior.

An operant paradigm

was employed to condition subjects to emit confidence ratings
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higher or lower than their b&aeline confidence rating®.
Conditioning was achieved by reinforcing subjects only when
they emitted preselected confidence ratings in the condi
tioning series; reinforcement was not contingent upon any
perceptual judgment response rendered by the subject.
Subsequent conformity behavior associated with reinforce
ment of confidence ratings was differentiated from con
formity behavior associated with experience in the
conditioning situation per a e . positive reinforcement per
se. and lack of positive reinforcement.
The following hypotheses were proposed:
1.

Significant changes in mean confidence rating

behavior would be obtained through selective reinforcement
of confidence rating responses.
2.

Those subjects positively reinforced for emitting

confidence ratings above the mean of their baseline confi
dence responses would differ significantly in subsequent
conformity behavior from those subjects positively rein
forced for emitting confidence ratings below the mean of
their baseline confidence responses.
3.

Conformity behavior associated with positive

reinforcement of confidence ratings would differ signif
icantly from conformity behavior associated with:
A.

Effects of the conditioning situation per ge.

6.

Effects of positive reinforcement per se.
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C.

Effects of experimentally Induced "failure" in
the confidence conditioning situation*

4*

Awareness of the contingency between confidence

ratings and reinforcement would have no effect upon subse
quent conformity behavior*

EXPERIMENT I —

METHOD

Subjects
A total of 33 female subjects participated in this
experiment*

They were drawn from a pool of 29& volunteers

following the administration of a "group ESP test," which
Included a measure of confidence rating behavior, to under
graduate, introductory level psychology classes at Louisi
ana State University during the spring of 1963*

Seventeen

groups of seven or eight Ss each were obtained by first
matching on mean confidence behavior only those Ss whose
average confidence rating fell within one standard deviation
of the population grand mean.

Those Ss whose confidence

rating behavior varied more than one standard deviation from
the average standard deviation of the population were also
eliminated from the experiment prior to the matching proce
dure.

Using these two criteria 149 Ss were selected for

matching and for further experimentation.
Apparatus
A standard deck of ESP cards was employed to conduct
*

the group "ESP screening test."
The conditioning apparatus (Figure 1) consisted of a
24-inch high by 36-lnch wide wooden panel painted flat gray.

Five standard ESP cards, one each, containing a square, a
17
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FIGURE 1
THE SUBJECT'S VIEW OF THE C O N D I T I O N I N G APPARATUS
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circle, a star, a pin*, or three wavy lines, were mounted
in brackets 9—inches above the base of the panel*
button was located three inches below each card*

A push
All five

push buttons were wired in parallel to a single counter
which clicked loudly when any push button was depressed*
In the center and 2*5 inches below the top of the panel a
curved window was cut.

The S could rotate a knob located

2*5 inches below this window to expose a series of white

numbers (0-10-20 • • • -lOO) mounted on a circular board
painted flat black*

An opening into which tokens could be

dispensed was placed in the lower right corner of the panel*
The conformity situation employed the autokinetic phe
nomenon and the general procedure described by Sherlf (1935)*
Vidulich & Kalman (1961) have described the specific auto
kinetic situation used*

The stimulus light box was placed

upon a table 32 inches above the floor at one end of a
lightproof and semisoundproof room.

A point of light was

exposed through a hole one millimeter in diameter in one end
of a lightproof wooden box 9 inches long, 3 inches wide, and
3 inches high, painted flat black inside and out.

The light

source was a small radio bulb at the far end of the box,
connected to a transformer to receive a constant electrical
input of 2*5 volts*
fused the light *

Twe thicknesses of tissue paper dif

Exposure time was automatically controlled

by two Haydon Model 5901-3 adjustable reset timers so that
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the light was alternately on and off for ten second inter
vals.

This exposure sequence began when the experimenter

switched on the power supply and remained constant through
out both conformity periods.

The S and the experimenter

(E) were seated at the opposite end of the experimental
room from the light source, the S being 197 inches (5 meters)
from the light aperture.

The E employed a shielded penlight

when recording S*s responses; at all other times the experi
mental room was in complete darkness.
Research Design.

The following sequence of experimen

tal procedures was planned for the members of the several
experimental and control groups.

These procedures are pre

sented summarily in Table 1.
Experimental Groups 1 and 2.

Members of the experimen

tal groups were to participate in an operant conditioning
procedure designed to increase the frequency with which they
emitted confidence ratings one standard deviation above or
below the mean of their confidence ratings in the group
pretest.

Immediately following the conditioning series a

second measure of conformity behavior was to be obtained.
Control Group Ci«

Members of Group Cj_ were to have

rested during the conditioning period and then were to be
retested for changes in conformity behavior as a function
of prior conformity experience and time.

TABLE 1
RESEARCH DESIGH:

EXPERIMENT I

Baseline Series^
Group

Confidence

Conformity

E x

Group ESP
Situation

Autokinetic:
direction or
distance of
movement^*

E2

Positive reinforcement
of confidence ratings
one SD below mean of
baseline confidence
ratings

11

11

11

None

it

ti

ti

No reinforcement for
confidence rating re
sponses

11

11

•1

Did not give confidence
ratings* Random positive
reinforcement of ESP judg
ments

ti

None

ii

11

Ck

Autokinetic:
distance or di
rection of move
ment ♦♦

11

C2

3

Positive reinforcement of
confidence ratings one SD
above mean of baseline
confidence ratings.

Conformity
Retest

tt

C1

C

Conditioning
Series

None

♦Ss were matched on baseline confidence behavior*
♦♦Order of autokinetic judgment tasks was assigned randomly*
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Control Group C^>.

The Ss in Group

were to partici

pate in the conditioning task and rate their confidence in
the accuracy of their ESP judgments, but they were not to
be reinforced during the conditioning series.

They were to

be retested for changes in conformity behavior aa a function
of participation in the conditioning task per s e .
Control Group C 3 .

The Ss in Group C^ were to partici

pate in the conditioning task but were not to give confidence
ratings.

They were to receive random positive reinforcement

of their ESP judgment responses.

This group served as a

control for the effects of reinforcement per se upon changes
in conformity behavior.
Control Group C^.

Members of Group C^ were to partici

pate only in the conformity retest.

This group served as

controls for possible transfer of learning from the first
to the second conformity situation.
Procedure-Confldence Baseline.

The Ss used in this

experiment were selected on the basis of their confidence
rating behavior in a group "ESP" situation.

The £ entered

undergraduate educational, child, and adolescent psychology
classes at Louisiana State University to deliver a short
lecture on extrasensory perception.

He then requested that

each class participate in a group ESP experiment and gave
the following instructions:
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The purpose of my experiment is to try to find out
why ESP occurs. In order to carry out the experiment,
I need to obtain several groups of subjects who show
differing degrees of extrasensory perception. Today I
want to have you participate in a short screening test
to find out how strong your powers of clairvoyance are.
The test will go like this. I have a deck of 25 cards,
each containing one of these symbols (draw square, cir
cle, star, plus, and wavy lines on blackboard). Each
symbol appears five times in the deck. On each trial I
will shuffle the deck three times. When I say "Ready,”
I want you to focus on the top card.
I will turn that
card face up and concentrate on it. Tour Job is to de
cide which card I am looking at. After ten seconds I
will put the card back in the deck and shuffle again.
There will be 30 trials and we will repeat this proce
dure on each trial.
You will have only a short time to decide which
card I am looking at, so try to decide as quickly as
you can. Most people find they do better if they give
the first answer which comes to mind. They also do
better if they are not distracted from concentrating on
the cards, so please do not talk to anyone during the
experiment•
As soon as you decide on an answer, copy the ap
propriate symbol in the first column of your answer
sheet.
If you have not definitely decided on an answer
by the time I signal the end of a trial, put down the
symbol that seems most probable to you. Please give
some answer on every trial.
The second thing I want you to do is to tell me as
accurately as you can how sure you are that your answer
is correct, or to put it another way, how clear the
answer is in your mind.
Tou can do this by rating your
answer. For each answer give me a rating between one
and 100 which tells me as accurately as you can how sure
you are of your answer.
Tou may put down any rating
that you like. Higher ratings will tell me that you are
more sure of your answer; lower ratings that you are less
sure. Write your ratings in the second column of your
answer sheet.
Are you clear about the procedure? On each trial I
will shuffle the cards and concentrate on the top card.
You decide which one I am looking at and tell me as ac
curately as you can how sure you are of your answer.
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Try to concentrate completely on the cards and do not
talk during the experiment.
At the end of thirty trials, the Ss wrote their name,
age, sex, and academic classification at the bottom of
their answer sheet and indicated whether they wished to
volunteer for further research*
The mean and standard deviation of each female volun
teer's confidence ratings were obtained, and a grand mean
and standard deviation were calculated for the entire volun
teer pool.

Those Ss whose average confidence ratings fell

within one standard error of the grand mean and did not
vary more than one standard error from the average group
standard deviation were selected to continue in the experi
ment*

They were matched in groups of seven or eight on the

mean and standard deviation of their confidence ratings.
Seventeen groups of Ss were obtained whose members could be
matched within a five—point range on both the mean and the
standard deviation of their confidence ratings.

Each S in

each matched group was then assigned randomly to one of the
two experimental groups or four control groups (see Table 1,
page 21) for the conditioning series.
Procedure-Conformity Baseline.

Each S reporting to the

experiment was told that its purpose was to determine
"whether there is any relationship between the type of Judg
ment process employed in making an ESP judgment and more
regular type of judgment processes*"

The S was given no
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Information about her performance on the classroom confi
dence baseline task.

She was escorted into a darkened

experimental room and seated facing the autokinetic appa
ratus*

During a five—minute dark adaptation period the

following instructions were given:
There appears to be a good deal of similarity be
tween the type of judgment ability required in the ESP
situation and the type of Judgment ability required in
more usual Judgment situations* During this part of
the experiment I want to find out how accurately you
can Judge movement* After your eyes get used to the
dark we will begin*
When I turn on the apparatus you will see a point
of light at the far end of the room* A few seconds
after it appears on each trial it will begin to move*
It will move in different directions and at different
speeds, and it will move different distances each time
it appears* While the light is on I want you to observe
it carefully. After it goes off, tell me as accurately
as you can the direction (right or left) that it moved
and the total number of inches that it moved* This is
a fairly difficult task because there are no reference
points you can use to determine the distance and direc
tion that the light moves, but try to estimate as ac
curately as you can. We will run 30 trials and the
light will be on for ten seconds on each trial*
The experimenter recorded S's estimates of the dis
tance and direction of autokinetic movement on each trial*
After 30 trials, the instructions to S were changed:
One factor which influences the accuracy of esti
mates such as these is the amount of information
available to the person making the estimate* I want to
change the procedure at this point to give you one more
piece of information* From now on we will use only the
distance (direction) of the light*s movement* Before
you give me your estimate of the distance (direction)in
which the light moved, I will tell you the estimate
given by a group of 50 students who participated in this
part of the experiment last semester*
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The answer I will give you on each trial is the
average estimate of the group X ran last semester*
Eighty per cent or more of the group estimated within
three inches of this average*
(The estimate I will
give you on each trial is the answer given by 80 per
cent or more of the group I ran last semester.)
Each S then completed 30 additional autokinetic trials*
Twenty-four of the "group averages" reported to S during
this series were in the direction least frequently reported
by that £ (or fell within a range of zero to four inches
above the S Ts highest movement estimate) during the 3 0 base
line autokinetic trials*

Randomly assigned, on the remain

ing six trials, the S*s preferred direction of autokinetic
movement or a distance within one inch of his baseline
average were reported to S as the group norm*
Each S was required to judge either the direction or
the distance of autokinetic movement during the conformity
baseline series and to render the alternative judgment dur
ing the conformity retest series.

The order in which each

S rendered these judgments was determined from a table of
random numbers.
Procedure-Confidence Conditioning;.
Cj_ and

Members of Groups

were not to participate in this series (see Table

1, page 21).

Members of other groups were to be taken into

the experimental room containing the conditioning apparatus
and given the following instructions:
The purpose of this experiment is to compare your
ability to perform ESP judgments with your ability to
perform regular judgments* The ESP situation X used in
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class was a screening task to pick out people who showed
sose ability to use ESP. It was too short to give sore
than a rough estimate of your ability, and It failed to
take Into account the fact that experience Increases
your ability to use ESP.
In order to determine your true ability to use ESP,
I want to hare you practice and gain more experience in
using it. Tou have had some experience with the method
I used In class, so let's continue with that. I will
shuffle the cards and look at the top card for ten sec
onds . Tou concentrate on that card and tell me which
one it is.
(Omit from directions to Group C q ) Then give me a
rating between one and one hundred which tells me how
sure you are of your answer.
(Omit from directions to Group C^) Each time you
give me a correct answer, I will let you know by drop—
ping a token into the cup on your side of the screen
and by saying "Good.”
We will continue until you reach your peak level of
efficiency with ESP. I will give the ten subjects who
show the most ability to use ESP an extra experimental
point, so try to be as accurate as you can.
An operant conditioning procedure was employed during
this portion of the experiment.

Positive reinforcements,in

the form of poker chips and the word "Good," were delivered
on a 75 per cent positive reinforcement schedule when Ss in
Group

emitted confidence ratings one standard deviation

above the mean of their confidence ratings in the classroom
baseline measure.

Members of Group E 2 were positively rein

forced on the same schedule for emitting confidence ratings
one standard deviation below the mean of their baseline
ratings.

Reinforcement was contingent only upon the S's

confidence ratings, not upon their ESP Judgment responses.

2d
The conditioning series continued until nesbers of these
two groups reached a criterion of 1 6 correct responses in
any 2 0 trials, or for a marlmum of 3 5 minutes.
In order to match members of the experimental and con
trol groups on reinforcement history, the number of condi
tioning trials and reinforced trials administered to §s in
Groups Cg and

were to be determined by the number of

such trials required by the experimental Ss with whom they
were to be matched to reach the criterion of conditioning.
Consequently, it was necessary to run the experimental
groups before any of the control Ss in Groups. Cg and C 3 were
run.
Procedure-Conformity Retest.

After each S had com

pleted the conditioning series, she was returned to the
autokinetic situation and instructed:
As a final check on the relationship between your
ESP judgments and the judgments you give in more struc
tured situations, I want to repeat the procedure we
used with the moving light. This time I am interested
only in your ability to estimate the direction (distance)
that the light moves. The light will be on for ten
seconds on each trial. Watch it carefully and tell me
only whether it moves to the right or to the left (only
how many inches it moves)• Once Again I will tell you
how the group I ran last semester responded. The esti
mate I will give you on each trial is the estimate given
by dO per cent or more of last semester's group (The
estimate I will give you on each trial is their average
estimate. Eighty per cent or more of the group estimated
within three inches of this average.)
Members of Group C^, who participated only in the auto
kinetic baseline series and in this phase of the experiment,
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received the instructlone given to members of other groups
during the conformity baseline series,

five £s in each

group were to report distance of autokinetic movement and
five were to report direction of movement during the con
formity retest series.
Thirty final autokinetic trials were completed.

On 24

of these trials the "group norm" reported to £ was in the
direction least frequently selected by S during the autokinetic baseline trials (or fell within a range of zero to
four inches above S's highest movement estimate during those
trials).

The "group norm" reported to 5 on the remaining

trials was in the direction most frequently selected by that
S during the autokinetic baseline series (or was within one
inch of S*s average movement estimate during that series).
Proc edure-Xnterview for Awareness
A modified version of the awareness interview employed
by Timmons, Noblin, Adams, and Butler (1961) was adminis
tered to each S in the experimental groups upon completion
of the experiment:
1.
about?

Mow, what do you think this experiment was *11
What was the general idea?

2. Did you notice any changes in the way you were
responding from the first of the ESP session to the
last?
A.

How did you change?

B.

Why did you change?
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3* During the ESP session X occasionally said
”Good” and gave you a token*
A.

Why did X do that?

B. Did you think that my saying "Good” and
giving you a token had anything to do with the sym
bol you chose or the rating that you gave?
C.
Did you have the idea that X gave you tokens
and said "Good" only after you gave high (low)
ratings?
4.

I want to find out how you rated your answers*
A*

What numbers meant you were guessing?

B.
What numbers meant you were pretty sure
knew the card?
C.

you

What number represented your average rating?
EXPERIMENT I —

RESULTS

Baseline Confidence Ratings
A total of 296 female undergraduate psychology students
volunteered to continue the experiment after the group con
fidence rating pretests.

The mean of their baseline confi

dence ratings was 44*13 with a standard error of 18*40*
Their average standard deviation was 16*92 with a standard
error of 7*10,

Matching on mean and standard deviation of

confidence ratings was attempted for «11 volunteers whose
mean ratings fell within a range of 2 5 * 7 4 to 62*53 and whose
standard deviation fell within the range of 9*62 to 24*02.
A total of 149 volunteers met these criteria; 127 were
matched successfully in groups of seven or eight whose mean
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confidence ratings and standard deviations fell within
ranges of five points*
Conditioning fif EgfifAdgflgg
A total of 23 Ss participated in the conditioning
series.

The Ss assigned to Group Ej were reinforced for

confidence ratings one standard deviation or more above
their mean baseline ratings*

Twelve Ss were run in this

group; only one was conditioned successfully to a criterion
of 16 correct responses in any 20 trials*

Nine Ss emitted

three or less reinforceable responses during the condition
ing series and did not condition at all*

Two Ss obtained

more than three reinforcements but did not condition to cri
terion*
The eleven Ss in Group Eg were reinforced for confi
dence ratings one standard deviation or more below their
mean baseline confidence ratings*

Four Ss in this group

conditioned to criterion; four did not reach criterion; and
three £>s omitted fewer than three reinforceable responses*
EXPERIMENT I —

DISCUSSION

The crucial segment of this experiment was the condi
tioning series*

The purpose of the experiment was to de

termine the effect of the operant manipulation of confidence
rating behavior upon conformity behavior*

Therefore, it was

necessary that the conditioning procedure be relatively

efficient and that a sufficient number of Ss acquire the
conditioned confidence rating response.

The results of

this experiment indicated that conditioning was not being
achieved at a satisfactory level of efficiency.
reason, the experiment was terminated.
control groups

For this

The Ss assigned to

and Ccj were not run because there was not

a sufficient number of experimental Ss available with whom
to match them on number of reinforced trials and on total
number of conditioning trials.

Ten Ss in Groups

and

were run, because it was not necessary to match these Ss
with the experimental groups on number of reinforcements and
conditioning trials.

However, the data obtained from these

control Ss were not analyzed.
There were at least three possible reasons for the
failure of this conditioning procedure.

First, the condi

tioning period may not have been long enough to affect this
type of behavior; it averaged approximately 3 0 minutes per
S.

Second, the group measure of confidence rating behavior

was probably an inappropriate baseline.

No baseline measure

of confidence rating behavior in the conditioning series was
obtained, so it is not possible to report a correlation be
tween confidence ratings in the classroom situation and in
the conditioning situation.

However, the fact that a large

percentage of Ss in Group

failed to obtain more than three

reinforcements during the conditioning series indicated that
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confidence ratings may have been somewhat lower in the con
ditioning series than during the baseline measure.

Third,

the conformity baseline series which occurred immediately
before the conditioning series may have affected the S s f
confidence rating behavior.

Implicit in any experimental

conformity situation is an implication that the S's Judg
ment response is inaccurate.

The conformity pretest,

therefore, may have had the effect of depressing S s r confi
dence ratings.

EXPERIMENT II
The first experiment was redesigned in three ways to
eliminate two problems which had been encountered*

First,

the length of the conditioning series was increased by
eliminating the conformity pretest series*

Elimination of

the conformity pretest also removed, one experimental factor
which may have altered the Ss* baseline confidence rating
behavior*

Second, thirty trials were set aside at the be

ginning of the confidence conditioning series to obtain a
baseline measure of confidence rating behavior in the actual
confidence conditioning situation.

Third, several changes

were made in the treatment of control groups to make control
procedures consistent with the new design*
The purpose of this second experiment remained essen
tially the same:

to employ operant conditioning procedures

in the manipulation of confidence rating behavior and to
determine whether changes in confidence rating behavior per
se elicit systematic differences in conformity behavior.

No

changes were made in the hypotheses to be tested*
EXPERIMENT II —
Subjects.

METHOD

A total of 6S female volunteers from under

graduate Introductory, child, adolescent, and educational
34
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psychology classss at Louisiana State University partici
pated In Experiment II.

Thirty Ss were drawn from the

sample population described In Experiment I and partici
pated In the experiment during the spring semester of 1963*
In addition, a pool of 105 female volunteers was obtained
during the summer semester of 19&3 to complete the experi
ment.

The "group ESP test" used to obtain baseline confi

dence ratings In Experiment I was also administered to
suaneer school Ss, but no matching of Ss on baseline confi
dence rating behavior was attempted.

Instead, any fnmaln

volunteer whose average confidence rating fell within a
range of 30 and 75 on a 100—point scale, and who was 21
years of age or younger, was accepted as part of the sample
population.
Apparatus.

The apparatus described In Experiment I

was employed without change In Experiment II.
ftPffWffh Design.

The Ss In this experiment were ad

ministered a "group ESP test” containing a measure of base
line confidence rating behavior in a classroom setting and
asked to volunteer for further research on ESP If their
mean confidence ratings fell between a range of 30 and 75
on a 100-point scale.
An unselected group of these £s were assigned randomly
to one of two experimental groups, E^ and Eg (see Table 2).

TABLE Z
RESEARCH DESIGN:

Group
Ei

Confidence
Rating Pre
test
Group ESP
Situation

Autokinetic
Baseline
Direction and
Distance of
Movement

Confidence
Rating
Baseline
30 Trials in
pseudo-ESP
Situation

Conformity
Series

Conditioning
Series*
Positive Reinforce
ment of Five Highest
Baseline Confidence
Ratings

False Norms
for Distance
of Autoki
netic Move
ment

(i

ii

it

Positive Reinforce
ment of Five Lowest
Baseline Confidence
Ratings

ii

ii

ii

ii

Experimentally In
duced Failure:
Three Positive Rein
forcements

it

tt

ii

it

No Reinforcement of
Confidence Ratings

ii

it

n

ti

No Confidence Ratings.
Positive Reinforcement
Determined by Matched
Experimental s

"

E 2

C 1

C 2

C3

EXPERIMENT II

*E&ch con11*01 S was matched with one experimental S on number of conditioning
trials.
“

^
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These Ss were tested Individually for baseline Judgment be
havior in an autokinetie situation*

In a pseudo—ESP situa

tion , members of Group E-^ were then positively reinforced
for emitting confidence ratings equal to or above their
five highest baseline confidence responses in the condition«

lng situation*

Members of Group Eg were positively rein

forced for emitting confidence ratings equivalent to or
below their five lowest baseline confidence ratings*

Each

S was then returned to the autokinetie situation and sub
jected to conformity pressure to increase the reported
amount of autokinetie movement*
Control Ss were run only after the experimental groups
had been filled*

They completed the autokinetie baseline

and the conformity series in the same manner as the experi
mental Ss*

One member of each control group was matched

with one of the experimental Ss on number of conditioning
trials*

Subjects were assigned randomly to one of three

control groups*
Members of Group

served as controls for the effect

of experimentally induced "failure" in the conditioning
situation upon subsequent conformity behavior*

Although

each S in this group completed the same number of condi
tioning trials as one of the experimental Ss, she received
only three relnforcements during the conditioning series*
Members of Group Cg were instructed that they would

3d
not receive reinforcement until the end of the experiment*
They emitted both ESP judgments and confidence ratings
during the conditioning series* and served as controls for
the effect of participation in the conditioning task upon
conformity behavior*
The Ss in Group

did not rate their confidence in

the accuracy of their ESP judgments*

Each S in this group

was reinforced on the same trials that the experimental S
with whom she was matched had been reinforced*

This group

provided information on the effect of reinforcement per se
upon subsequent conformity behavloz.
Procedure-Confidence Rating Pretest*

The procedure

employed in this pretest was described in Experiment I under
the heading "Procedure-Confidence Baseline."

This pretest

also was administered to students who made up the subject
pool during the summer semester to provide all Ss with a
standard introduction to Experiment II*

This pretest also

provided data for a measure of correlation between the Ss*
confidence ratings in the classroom and in the conditioning
situation*

Finally* it enabled the experimenter to elimi

nate those Ss whose mean confidence ratings were at the
extremes of the confidence rating scale*
Procedure-Autoklnetlc Baseline*

As each S arrived for

her appointment she was told* "During the first part of the
experiment I want to have you make some estimates of distance
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and movement«“

She was taken Into the darkened autokinetie

situation and seated In a chair facing the apparatus*

Dur

ing a five -minute dark adaptation period, each g, was asked
to report any rumors she had heard about the experiment and
was given the following instructions:
1 am investigating the possibility that there is
some type of relationship between the type of Judgment
process used to stake an ESP judgment and more regular
types of judgment processes* During this part of the
experiment I want to find out how accurately you can
judge distance and movement* After your eyes get used
to the dark, we will begin*

When I turn on the apparatus you will see a
i
point of light at the far end of the room* On each
trial, a few seconds after the light comes on It will
begin to move* It will move in different directions at
different speeds, and it will move different distances
on each trial* While the light is on, observe it care
fully* After it goes off, as accurately as you can,
tell me two things about it* First, tell me whether
the light moved to the right or to the left after it
came on* It may move in almost any direction, but I am
only interested in whether it moved right or left at
all* Second, regardless of what direction it moved,
tell me how many inches the light moved altogether*
This 1s a fairly difficult task, because there are
no reference points you can use to determine distance
and direction, but try to be as accurate as you can*
We will run 30 trials* The light w ill be on for ten
seconds and off for tea-seconds between trials* When
it goes off tell me whether it moved to the right or to
the left and how many inches it moved altogether, re
gardless of direction*
Thirty autokinetie trials were completed*

The experi

menter recorded S fs estimates of distance and direction of
autokinetie movement without consent*

The S was then es

corted to another experimental room and seated at the "ESP”
apparatus described in Experiment I*
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Procedure-Confidence Conditioning.

The conditioning

was introduced to Ss in the various groups with the follow
ing instructions:
During this part of the experiment I want to com
pare your ability to make ESP judgments with your
ability to make judgments of movement. We are going
to use a modified version of the experiment 1 ran in
class. I have a deck of 25 ESP cards containing the
symbols you see on this board. Each symbol appears
five times in the deck. I will shuffle the deck and
look at the top card for a maximum of ten seconds. As
soon as you decide which card I am looking at, push the
button below the appropriate symbol to tell me your de
cision.
(Omitted from instructions to Group C J Then give
me a rating between one and one hundred to tell me as
accurately as you can how sure you are of your answer
or how clear the answer is in your mind. You can set
an approximate number on this wheel, but, to be sure I
get your rating accurately, tell me the exact rating
after you set the wheel.
Some evidence indicates that practice increases the
accuracy of ESP judgments. We are going to run 30
practice trials to familiarize you with the procedure.
After that, whenever you give a correct ESP jud&*ent I
will tell you so and give you a token. You may exchange
your tokens for extra class credit points at the end of
the experiment.
(Members of Group Gz were instructed:
. . . after that, whenever you give a correct ESP judg
ment I will tally one point on your score sheet. You
may exchange your tally points for extra class credit
at the end of the experiment.)
You can earn extra class credit in either of two
ways. First, if your peak level of efficiency with ESP
falls in the top 20 per cent of all subjects who par
ticipate in this experiment this (spring) summer, you
will get extra credit. By peak level of efficiency X
mean the frequency with which you are getting tokens in
any series of trials. The second way you can earn
extra credit is by reaching your peak level of effi
ciency as quickly as possible. If the speed with which
you reach your maximum efficiency with ESP places you
in the top 20 per cent, you will get extra credit. If
you fall in the top 20 per cent in both of these cate
gories you will get double credit.

ifl

Thirty baseline confidence rating trials were completed
by each 5.

Each confidence rating emitted by the S was re

corded; the S*s ESP Judgments were not recorded*

The five

buttons which S could push to indicate her ESP Judgment
merely activated a single counter which produced a loud
click*

In response to this counter noise, the experimenter

drew random pencil marks in one column of the answer sheet*
At the end of 30 trials, the experimenter noted the
five highest confidence ratings emitted by each S in Group
El, or the five lowest confidence ratings emitted by each S
in Group Eg.

The Ss in these two groups were reinforced on

a 75 per cent partial reinforcement schedule for emitting
confidence ratings equal to or above (below) these five
highest (lowest) confidence ratings during the conditioning
series.

The reinforcers used in this experiment were posi

tive, affirmatory words such as "correct,” "right," "good,"
or "fine,” and poker chips dispensed into an opening on the
S's side of the conditioning apparatus*
As the conditioning series began, the experimenter com
mented :
"O.K. Prom now on I will tell you and drop a token
into the aup each time yeu give a correct ESP Judg
ment*" The conditioning series continued until Ss in
Groups Ex and Eg reached a criterion of 16 correct re
sponses in any 20 trials, or for a marlnun of 50 min
utes*
The three control conditions were replicated for each
experimental group, one S in each control group being

kZ
matched with one of the experimental Ss on number of con
ditioning trials.

Assignment to control groups was ran

domized among an unselected group of the Ss remaining in
the sample population after the experimental groups had
been filled.
Procedure-Conformity Series.

When each S had com

pleted the conditioning series, she was returned to the
autokinetie room,

A five-minute period of dark adaptation

followed, during which the experimenter determined the S*s
highest and average estimates of distance of autokinetie
movement.

The S was instructed:

One factor which influences the accuracy of esti
mates such as these is the amount of information
available to the person making the estimate. I want to
change the procedure at this point to give you one more
piece of information on each trial. From now on we
will use only the distance that the light moves. On
each trial, before you give me your estimate of the
total number of inches that the light moved, I will tell
you the estimate given by a group of 50 subjects who
participated in this part of the experiment last semes
ter.
The estimate I give you on each trial will be their
average estimate. Eighty per cent or more of the group
estimated within three inches of this average.
Each S completed 30 conformity trials.

On 24 of these

trials the "group average" reported to S fell within a
range of zero to four inches above her highest baseline
estimate of autokinetie movement.

On six trials, assigned

randomly, the "group average" reported to £ fell within one
inch of her average baseline estimate.

The experimenter
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recorded both the "group average" reported to £ and the g/s
estimate of distance of autokinetie movement without further
comment•
Procedure-Awareness Interview.

The awareness described

in Experiment I was administered to each S after she com
pleted the conformity series and had returned to the room
containing the conditioning apparatus.
At the conclusion of the experiment for each S, the
research was described to the S as a "study of the effect
of feedback on the accuracy of ESP judgments."

The proce

dures that the S had undergone, and the reasons for these
procedures, were explained in detail within the context of
an ESP experiment.

Finally, the Importance of obtaining

naive Ss for the experiment was emphasized.

Each S was as

sured that all Ss would be given a detailed explanation of
the experiment after they had completed all of its phases,
and she was asked to tell no one about the experiment.

EXPERIMENT II —
Confidence Rating Pretest;

RESULTS
Summer School Sample*

A

total of 1 0 5 female undergraduate psychology students vol
unteered to continue the experiment after the confidence
rating pretest was administered to summer school classes.
The mean of their confidence ratings was 39«94 with a
standard error of 20.6J+.

Their average standard deviation

was not calculated, because Ss were not matched on their
behavior in the confidence rating pretest in this experi
ment.
Reliability of Confidence Ratings.

All Ss except

those in Group C3 rated their confidence in their ESP judg
ments during the conditioning series.

Consequently, data

obtained from 5 6 Ss was employed to determine reliability
of confidence rating behavior.

The odd-even reliability

coefficient for confidence ratings emitted during the con
fidence baseline series was .9 3 * indicating that confidence
rating behavior is highly reliable in a pseudo-ESP situation.
A second reliability coefficient was computed to compare S s 1
mean confidence-rating-pretest responses with their mean re
sponses during the 3 0 confidence rating baseline trials at
the beginning of the conditioning series.

This comparison

yielded a retest reliability coefficient of .4 2 *
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The retest, reliability data were analyzed further to
determine whether there was a significant difference between the Ss* rating behavior during the confidence rating
pretest and during the 30 confidence rating baseline trials
preceding the conditioning series (Table 3).

The £, test

for correlated data indicated that the Ss emitted signifi
cantly higher confidence ratings during the pretest than
during the confidence rating baseline trials.
Confidence Conditioning.

A total of 32 experimental

Ss participated in the conditioning series.

The Ss as

signed to Group E^ were reinforced for ratings equivalent
to their five highest baseline confidence ratings.
three Ss were run in this group.

Twenty-

Six were conditioned suc

cessfully to a criterion of 16 correct responses in any 20
trials.

Three Ss emitted more than one reinforceable re

sponse but did not condition to criterion; 14 Ss received
no more than one reinforcement and did not condition.
The Ss in Group Eg were reinforced for confidence
ratings equivalent to their five lowest baseline confidence
responses.
terion.

Six members of this group conditioned to cri

Three Ss emitted more than one reinforceable

response but did not condition to criterion.
Table 4 presents the mean baseline confidence ratings
emitted by the experimental groups and their matched

and

C 2 control groups during the 30 baseline confidence rating

*
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TABLE 3
MEAN RATINGS IN CONFIDENCE PRETEST
AND IN CONFIDENCE BASELINE

Mean

Series
Confidence Rating
Pretest
Confidence Baseline
Ratings

.01

df

t
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6.97 *

30.24

46.77

TABLE

4

MEAN BASELINE AND CONDITIONED CONFIDENCE RATINGS

Replication

Group
Baseline
Rating

Group C^
Conditioned
Rating

Baseline
Rating

Group Cg

Conditioned
Rating

Baseline
Rating

Conditioned
Rating

Spring

46*41

65.42

41.16

35.75

55.27

56.00

Summer

46.00

63.66

54.96

47.46

60.67

61.75

47.21

64.50

46.06

41.62

57.97

59.66

SubMean

Replication

Group C1

Group E2

Group c 2

Spring

46.67

32.67

39.06

36.75

46.20

46.67

Summer

46.72

23.05

55*76

47.06

59.66

60.25

47.69

27.66

47.42

42.92

54.04

53.46

47.74

42.27

56.00

56.67

SubMean
Grand
Mean

trials and during the last 20 conditioning trials.

Only

those experimental Ss who were conditioned successfully to
a criterion! of 1 6 correct responses in 2 0 trials are in
cluded in the experimental groups for this table.

The mean

baseline confidence ratings of the Ss in the two experimen
tal groups and in the two

groups were quite similar.

Members of Group Cg resembled each other very closely in
mean baseline confidence ratings, but their mean baseline
confidence ratings averaged approximately nine points
higher than those of the experimental and

Ss.

An analy

sis of variance for simple randomized design (Lindquist,
1963) was employed to determine whether the mean baseline
confidence ratings of the two Cg groups differed signifi
cantly from the mean baseline confidence ratings of the
experimental and

Ss (Table 5).

This analysis yielded an

F of 4.09, which just misses the value required for signifi
cance at the .05 level of confidence.
Inspection of the data presented in Tables 4 and 5
indicated that differences in the mean conditioned confi
dence behavior of the two experimental groups could be
analyzed meaningfully with an analysis of variance, but
that analysis of covariance would be more appropriate for
comparison of each of the experimental groups with their
matched controls.

Covariance was employed to control sta

tistically the differences between the baseline confidence
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TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF GROUP C 2 WITH GROUP C-i AND E
COMBINED ON BASELINE CONFIDENCE RATINGS

MS

F

1

565.so

4.09*

Within Groups

34

133.20

Total

35

Source

df*

Treatments

*P

.07
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rating behavior of Group Cg and that of the Ss in Group C^
and the experimental groups#
The results of the analysis of variance presented in
Table 6 Indicated that the operant conditioning procedure
produced significant differences in the confidence rating
behavior of the two experimental groups#
Table 7 summarizes the results of an analysis of covariance used to compare the conditioned confidence rating
behavior of Ss in Group

with the confidence rating be

havior of their matched controls during the last 2 0 trials
of the conditioning series.
was highly significant.

The main effect for treatments

The conditioning procedure elicited

changes in confidence rating behavior which were not a
function of participation in the conditioning situation per
se and which differed from changes in confidence behavior
elicited by experimentally induced ’'failure11 on the condi
tioning task.

Neither the main effect for replications nor

the interaction between treatments and replications ap
proached significance.

Similar results were obtained when

an analysis of covariance was used to compare the condi
tioned confidence rating behavior of Ss in Group Eg with the
confidence rating behavior of their matched controls during
the last 20 trials of the conditioning series (Table S).
Conformity Behavior.

Conformity was defined in four

different ways in this experiment.

In the first definition
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TABLE 6
DIFFERENCES IN CONDITIONED CONFIDENCE RATING RESPONSES:
GROUPS Ex AND E£

Source
Treatments

df

MS

1

4033.34

Within Groups

10

34.13

Total

11

*p

.01

F
43*01*
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TABLE 7
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE:

DIFFERENCES IN CONDITIONED
CONFIDENCE RATING BEHAVIOR BETWEEN
GROUP
AND MATCHED CONTROLS

Source

df

MS
692.98

Replications
(Spring-Summer)

1

46.39

Interaction

2

1.09

Within Cells

*p

.01

11

31.40

28.44*
1.48

-t

2

o.
o

Treatments

F

53

TABLE 8
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: DIFFERENCES IN CONDITIONED
CONFIDENCE RATING BEHAVIOR BETWEEN
GROUP E2 AND MATCHED CONTROLS

Source

df

MS

F

Treatments

2

670.20

Replications

1

47.20

o.ae

Interaction

2

92.95

1.74

11

53.57

Within Cells

*p

.01

12.51*
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(Conformity, Type A), the S was considered to be conforming
each time she responded to the false "group average" by re
porting a distance of autokinetie movement equal to or
higher than the mean of her estimates of distance in the
autokinetie baseline series*

In the second definition

(Conformity, Type B), the S was considered to be conforming
each time her estimate of distance of autokinetie movement
was equal to or higher than one standard deviation above
the mean of her autokinetie baseline estimates*

By the

third definition (Conformity, Type C), a response equal to
or more than two standard deviations above the mean of the
S*s autokinetie baseline estimates was considered to be a
conforming response.
A fourth measure of conformity (Conformity, Type D),
was also obtained and analyzed.

Here, the difference be

tween each S*s mean estimates of distance of autokinetie
movement in the conformity series and in the autokinetie
baseline series was employed as a measure of conformity be
havior.

Tables 9 through 12 present the mean frequencies

of each type of conformity, for the Experimental and Con
trol groups.
Analyses of variance were conducted on each set of
data reported in Tables 9 through 12*

The results of these

analyses are presented in Tables 13 through 24, and can be
summarized very quickly*

With one exception, no significant

differences between the various conditions in frequency of
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TABLE 9
MEAN FREQUENCY OF CONFORMITY, TYPE A

Replication

Group E^

Group C-^

Group Cg

Group

Spring

22.67

26.67

26.00

25.33

Summer

27.67

25.67

27.33

24.00

Sub-mean

25.17

26.17

27.67

24.67

Replication

Group Eg

Group

Group Cg

Group

Spring

2S .67

25.67

25.00

25.67

Summer

23.33

22.33

27.33

22.33

Sub-mean

26.00

24.00

26.17

24.00

25.03

26.92

24.33

Grand Mean
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TABLE 10
MEAN FREQUENCY OF CONFORMITY, TYPE B

Replication

Group £j_

Group

Group Cg

Group C 3

Spring

15.00

16.33

23.33

14.33

Summer

19.67

16.00

19.00

17.33

Sub-mean

17.33

17.17

21.17

15.63

Replication

Group Eg

Group

Group Cg

Group C^

Spring

19-00

17.00

13.67

21.33

Summer

15.33

11.33

22.33

12.67

Sub—mean

17.17

14.17

IS .0 0

17.00

15.67

19.56

16.42

Grand Mean
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TABLE 11
MEAN FREQUENCY OF CONFORMITY, TYPE C

Replication

Group E^

Group C-^

Group C^

Spring

7.00

7.33

11.33

5.33

Summer

13.00

8.67

12.67

9.00

Sub-mean

10.00

6.00

12.00

7.17

Group

Group E^

Group C^

Spring

5.67

3.00

3-33

16.00

Summer

o
o
•

5.67

3.00

4.67

Sub-mean

6.33

6.33

5.67

10.33

7.42

a.S3

£.75

Replication

Grand Mean

Group Cg

Group C^
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TABLE 12
MEAN CONFORMITY, TYPE D

Replication

Group E^

Group C-^

Group

Group

Spring

2.22

3.19

6

.2 6

6.89

Summer

500

3.38

2.89

3*52

Sub-mean

3.76

3-54

4.57

5.37

Replication

Group E^

Group

Group C^

Group

Spring

4.21

2.73

6.50

7.41

Summer

7.93

5.91

6.13

2.90

Sub—mean

6.07

4.14

6.32

5.15

3.93

5.45

5.13

Grand Mean
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TABLE 13
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CONFORMITY, TYPE A:
GROUP E^ VS. GROUP Eg

MS

Source

F

Treatments (T )

1

2.08

0.08

Replications (R)

l

0.08

0.00

T x R

l

80.08

3.0k

8

26.33

Error (w)
Total

11
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TABLE lif
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CONFORMITY, TYPE A:
GROUF E 1 VS. CONTROL GROUPS

Source
Treatments

d£

F

3

10*50

0.86

Replications (R)

1

1*50

0.12

T i. R

3

13*61

1.13

Error (w)
Total

(T)

MS

16
23

12.00
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TABLE 15
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CONFORMITY, TYPE A:
GROUP E2 VS, CONTROL GROUPS

Source

df

MS

F

Treatment s (T )

3

a .7 1

Replications (R)

1

35.04

2.33

3

1 6 .3 a

1.09

16

15.04

T x R
Error (w)
Total

23

0

.5 a
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TABLE 16
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CONFORMITY, TYPE B:
GROUP E1 VS. GROUP Eg

Source

df

MS

F

Treatment (T)

1

o.oa

0.00

Replication (Rj

1

0.75

0.01

T x R

1

52.0 a

0.64

a

60.92

Error (w)
Total

li
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TABLE 17
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CONFORMITY, TYPE B:
GROUP E1 VS. CONTROL

MS

Source

3

20.21

0.43

1

0.3S

0.01

3

33.76

0.82

(w)

16

hi *33

Total

23

Treatment

(T)

Replication
T x R .
Error

F

(R)
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TABLE 13
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CONFORMITY, TYPE B:
GROUP E2 VS. CONTROL

Source
Treatment

(T)

Replication
T x R
Error

(w)
Total

df

(R)

MS

3

16.72

0.17

1

32.67

0*34

3

37-00

0.91

16
23

95,34
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TABLE 19
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CONFORMITY, TYPE C;
GROUP Ex VS. GROUP E£

Source

df

MS

F

Treatment (T)

1

40.33

0.59

Replication (R )

1

40.33

0.59

T x R

1

16.33

0.24

8

66.33

Error (w)
Total

11
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TABLE 20
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CONFORMITY, TYPE C:
GROUP E2 V S o CONTROL

Source

df

MS

F

3

28.04

0.52

Replication (R)

1

57.04

1.06

T x R

"3

7.49

0.14

Treatment

Error (w)
Total

(T)

16
23

53.71 '
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TABLE 21
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CONFORMITY, TYPE C;
GROUP E2 VS. CONTROL GROUPS

Source

df

MS

F

Treatment (T)

3

26.04

1.04

Replication (R)

1

22.04

o.ae

T x R

3

114.36

16

24.96

Error (w)
Total

&
P

23

.05

4

.5 6 *
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TABLE 22
; ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CONFORMITY, TYPE D:
GROUP E1 VS. GROUP

Source
Treatment

(T)

Replication
T x R
Error (w)
Total

di*

(R)

MS

F

1

24*99

0.87

I

34.71

1.21

1

0.32

0.01

8

28.75

11
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TABLE 23
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CONFORMITY, TYPE D:
GROUP E^ VS. CONTROL GROUPS

MS

Source
Treatment

(T)

F

3

3.52

0.52

Replication (R)

1

3-32

0.49

T x R

3

15.23

2.25

16

6.78

Error (w)
Total

23
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TABLE 24
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CONFORMITY, TYPE D:
GROUP E2 VS. CONTROL GROUPS

Source
Treatment

MS

F

3

5*02

0.23

Keplication (R)

1

1.54

0.07

T x R

3

21.69

0.93

Error (w)
Total

(T)

df

16
23

22.25
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conformity were obtained.

That is, there were no signifi

cant differences in frequency of conformity between the two
experimental groups, or between either of the experimental
groups and their matched controls under any of the defini
tions of conformity described above.

One treatment

by

replications interaction (Table 21) was significant at the
•05 level of confidence.
Awareness.

Three judges examined the interview re

sponses of those Ss who had participated in one of the two
experimental treatments and had received more than one
reinforcement during the conditioning series.

Each judge

independently rated each of these 18 Ss on a three—point
scale to indicate whether he felt that the S:

(1) verba

lized, at some point in the interview, awareness of a con
tingency between her confidence rating response and
reinforcement:

(2) verbalized, at some point in the inter

view, awareness of a general relationship between her
feeling of confidence and reinforcement; or (3) verbalized
no awareness of a relationship between her feeling of confi
dence or her confidence ratings and reinforcement•
Contingency coefficients were calculated to obtain a
measure of interjudge reliability.

The appearance of

expected frequencies of less than two made it necessary to
combine the two levels of awareness into one category in
the computation of the contingency coefficients.

As indicated
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in Table 25, significant interjudge reliability was achieved
between two of the three pairs of judges*

For the remaining

pair of judges and for all three judges combined, agreement
closely approached significance.
All three of the judges agreed that 13 of the Ss they
rated had verbalized awareness of the reinforcement contin
gency at one of two levels or had not verbalized awareness
of this contingency.

Of these 13 Ss, 7 who were rated

"aware11 conditioned to criterion and 3 who were rated "not
aware" did not condition to criterion.

A Chi-square analy

sis with Yate's correction was to be employed to determine
whether these frequencies differed significantly from chance
level.

However, the appearance of an expected frequency of

less than two in one cell of the contingency table (Table
26) rendered the Chi-square invalid.

The Fisher exact

probability test was employed to test the relationship be
tween rated awareness and conditioning.

Reference to Table

I in the appendix of S i e g e l ^ Nonparamptr^ Statistics
(1956) indicated that the distribution of frequencies ob
tained in Table 26 could be expected on the basis of chance
alone.

Therefore, a hypothesis that level of awareness is

not related to verbal conditioning could not be rejected.
No statistics could be run to determine the relationship be
tween level of awareness and subsequent conformity behavior,
because only one S in each of the experimental groups was
rated as unaware.
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TABLE 25
RELIABILITY OF RATINGS OF AWARENESS BY THREE JUDGES

Judges

f Agree

f Disagree

*2

C

P

X - Y

13

5

l

3.36

.41

.10

X - Z

16

2

l

10.69

.61

.01

Y - Z

13

3

l

6.00

.55

.01

X-Y-Z

13

3

l

3*56

•41

.10
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TABLE 26
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RATED AWARENESS AND CONDITIONING

Level
of
Awareness

Level of Conditioning
Conditioned to
Criterion

Did Not
Condition

r-

(

1

expected fre
quency = 5*5

expected fre
quency ■= 2.5

2

3

expected fre
quency = 3*5

expected fre
quency * 1.5

9

4

3

Aware

5

Not Aware

13

EXPERIMENT II —

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of Experiment II was to determine whether
operant conditioning procedures could be employed to manip
ulate a S rs confidence rating behavior, and whether changes
In confidence rating behavior are associated with differ
ences in subsequent conformity behavior.

It was argued

that independent manipulation of confidence rating behavior
might be achieved through application of the'operant condi
tioning paradigm.

The experiment achieved only partial

success in terms of its stated goals.

However, it may have

opened several promising avenues for future research.
Apparently the baseline problem encountered in Experi
ment I was partially resolved in Experiment II.

The results

of this second experiment confirmed the author1s suggestion
that the baseline employed in Experiment I was inappropriate
for the purpose of that experiment.

The retest reliability

of confidence rating behavior was significant at the .01
level.

However, the reliability coefficient was not suf

ficiently high to justify the use of baselines obtained from
individual Ss on a group measure of confidence rating be
havior for subsequent conditioning of those Ss in an indivual situation.

It was also shown that Ss rated their

confidence significantly lower in the latter than in the
former situation.
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The baseline employed in this experiment was shown to
be highly reliable, or at least highly consistent.

There

was evidence, however, of a possible feedback effect in the
baseline data.

Those Ss who were instructed that they would

not be informed when they emitted a correct "ESP” response
rated their confidence in their answers somewhat higher
during the baseline series than Ss who were to be reinforced
j
during the conditioning series.
The feedback effect ob
tained in this experiment was not sufficiently strong to
reach significance at the .05 level; however, it may help
explain why Ss rated their confidence lower in the confi
dence baseline series than they did in the confidence pretest
series•
The trend toward a feedback effect obtained in this
study generates several questions.
effect operate?

First, how does this

Does anticipation of feedback depress con

fidence rating behavior?

Does absence of this anticipation

inflate confidence ratings?

Or, do both of these conditions

generate confidence ratings which differ from ratings which
would be obtained if no instructions regarding feedback were
given to the S?

It will be necessary to run additional, con

trol groups in future research to determine the answers to
these questions.
Second, is this possible feedback effect a function of
the experimental situation in which baseline confidence
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ratings were obtained?

It seems worthwhile to explore the

effects of feedback in other experimental situations and to
compare these effects with those obtained in this pseudo—
ESP conditioning situation.
In Experiment II a sufficient number of Ss conditioned
to criterion to fill the two experimental groups.

The con

ditioning procedure elicited significant differences in the
confidence ratings of these two groups.

There was no evi

dence that the changes which occurred in confidence ratings
were a function of participation in the conditioning
situation per s e . and these changes differed from those
associated with the effects of experimentally induced "fail
ure" in the conditioning situation.
These results supported the first hypothesis of this
experiment:

that significant changes in mean confidence

rating behavior are obtained through selective reinforcement
of confidence rating responses.

However, this hypothesis

was tested with a relatively small number of Ss in each of
the experimental groups.

Another group of Ss which were

discarded, and which was equal in size to each of the ex
perimental groups, did not condition to criterion*

A second

and even larger (n=14) discarded group emitted no more than
one reinforceable response during the conditioning series.
Especially in view of the latter finding, it appears that
the baseline problem encountered in this experiment needs
more study.

L
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Neither Hypothesis Z nor Hypothesis 3 were supported
by the results of this experiment.

The experimental groups

did not differ from each other nor from their matched con
trols on the conformity measure.

However, the fact that

there were no differences among the control groups in con
formity behavior is contrary to the findings of experiments
cited in the introduction, and tends to make the results of
the present experiment suspect.

It is proposed that the ex

perimental situation in which the conditioning procedure was
conducted, the pseudo-ESP situation, may have overridden the
effects of the conditioning and control procedures.

The

tasks with which Ss apparently were confronted in the ESP
situation and in the conformity situation were quite similar.
They were to agree with or to anticipate information received
from the experimenter.

In the pseudo-ESP situation they were

to select a symbol picked at random by the experimenter; in
the conformity situation they were to render a judgment which
agreed with the judgments supposedly rendered by an earlier
group of Ss.
pressures.

Both of these tasks contain strong conformity
This possibility was not anticipated when the

pseudo-ESP situation was selected by the experimenter.

The

ESP situation offered the advantage of presenting the Ss
with a series of uniformly vague judgment problems.

It was

also selected because ESP is an area of considerable popular
interest and would appeal to Ss more than other more repeti
tious judgment tasks.

In view of the results obtained in
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this experiment, however, the choice of* a pseudo—ESP situa
tion in which to conduct the conditioning procedure may
have been an unfortunate one*

Future research should con

sider the possibility that an ESP situation may impose a
set to conform upon the S s .

The effects of manipulating

confidence rating behavior in a pseudo-ESP situation upon
conformity behavior should be compared with such effects in
other experimental situations*
The fourth hypothesis, that S s 1 awareness of a contin
gency between their confidence responses and reinforcement
has no effect upon their subsequent conformity behavior,
could not be tested in this experiment*
experimental group was rated as unaware*

Cnly one S in each
Although rated

level of awareness was not found to be related significantly
to conditioning in this experiment, the high incidence of
awareness among the Ss in the two experimental groups raises
two questions*

First, is the high incidence of awareness

merely a function of the small size of the two experimental
groups?

Second, could the incidence of awareness of the

reinforcement contingency have been increased because a cri
terion of conditioning was employed in this experiment?

The

use of a criterion of conditioning is an unusual procedure
in verbal conditioning research*

The criterion was employed

in this experiment to equate all experimental Ss for strength
of the conditioned response.

It is possible that the use of

a conditioning criterion per se may have affected awareness;
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or it may be that the particular criterion employed in the
present experiment affected incidence of awareness*

Future

research should undertake toj investigate the relative ef
fects of a fixed number of conditioning trials and of con
ditioning to various criteria upon awareness of contingency
between reinforcement and confidence rating behavior*

SUMMARY
The purpose of the present experiments was to examine
the thesis that a person1s confidence in the accuracy of
his judgment has some systematic effect upon his conformity
behavior*

In these experiments, an attempt was made to de

termine whether verbalized confidence ratings could be
manipulated independent of changes in conformity behavior
with an operant* conditioning procedure, and whether the
direction of this manipulation induced differences in amount
of conformity behavior*
In each of the experiments reported, female under
graduates from psychology classes were asked to participate
in a pseudo-ESP experiment and to rate their confidence in
the accuracy of their ESP judgments on a 100-point scale.
Each S in the two experimental groups was told that her ESP
judgment was correct and given a token only if the confi
dence rating she emitted during the conditioning series was
somewhat above or below the average of her baseline confi
dence ratings*
A rating scale measure of confidence behavior obtained
from Ss during the administration of a pseudo-ESP experiment
in psychology classes served as the baseline measure for
Experiment I*

During the conditioning series, Ss in the two
31
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experimental, groups were positively reinforced each time
they emitted confidence ratings one standard deviation
above or below the mean of their baseline confidence re
sponses.

Very few Ss were conditioned to change their

confidence ratings in the appropriate direction with this
procedure.

It was decided to terminate the experiment and

to redesign it so that a baseline measure of confidence
rating behavior could be obtained in the actual conditioning
situation.
A pseudo-ESP experiment was also administered in
psychology classes during Experiment II.

It served merely

to introduce the Ss to the experiment and to give them a
chance to volunteer for further participation.

Volunteer

Ss reported individually for the experiment, and a baseline
measure of their response to the autokinetic phenomenon was
obtained.

Thirty trials at the beginning of the condition

ing series in the pseudo—ESP situation were used to obtain
a baseline measure of confidence rating behavior.

The Ss

in the two experimental groups subsequently were reinforced
on a 75 per cent schedule when they emitted confidence
ratings equal to or beyond their five highest or five lowest
baseline confidence responses.

The conditioning period con

tinued until a criterion of 16 reinforceable confidence
rating responses in any 20 conditioning trials was achieved,
or for a maximum of 5° minutes.

Only those experimental Ss

who achieved the criterion of conditioning were included in
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the experimental groups for purposes of statistical analy
sis*

Following the conditioning period each experimental S

was returned to the autoklnetlc situation and a measure of
conformity behavior was obtained*
Three control conditions were employed in Experiment
II*

Each control S was matched with one of the experimental

Ss on total number of conditioning trials*

Group C-^ provided

a control for the effects of experimentally induced failure
In the conditioning situation upon confidence rating be
havior and upon subsequent conformity behavior*

Each member

of this group received only three positive reinforcements
during the conditioning series.

Members of Group

were

told they would receive no information on the accuracy of
their ESP judgments until the end of the experiment*

This

group served as a control for the effects of participation
in the conditioning task per se upon confidence rating be
havior and upon subsequent conformity behavior*
Group

The Ss in

did not rate their confidence in the accuracy of

their ESP judgments during the conditioning series*

Each S

in this group received positive reinforcement on each trial
that the experimental S with whom she was matched had been
reinforced.

This control condition provided information

about the effects of positive reinforcement per se upon sub
sequent conformity behavior.
The results of Experiment II indicated that confidence
rating behavior is highly reliable for the conditioning
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situation employed in this experiment*
bility coefficient of .93 was obtained.

An odd—even relia
A correlation be—

s.
k

tween confidence rating behavior during the group ESP
pretest and during the baseline portion of the conditioning
series yielded a retest reliability coefficient of .41*
The latter coefficient was interpreted as confirming that
the baseline measure of confidence rating behavior employed
in Experiment I was inappropriate for the purpose of that
experiment.
The operant conditioning procedure employed in Experi
ment II elicited significant differences in the confidence
rating behavior of the Ss in the two experimental groups.
These differences could not be accounted for in terms of
participation in the conditioning situation per s e . or
experimentally induced failure in the conditioning situa
tion.

However, the results of this experiment suggested

that more work needs to be done in order to develop an ac
curate and appropriate baseline measure of confidence rating
behavior.

A large group of Ss m m

under the two experimental

conditions did not achieve a criterion of conditioning; most
of this group emitted no more than one confidence rating re
sponse that could be reinforced during the conditiong series.
It was also found that Ss who were told that they would
receive feedback about the accuracy of their ESP judgments
showed a strong tendency to rate their confidence in their
ESP judgments lower than did Ss told that they would not
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receive feedback until the end of the experiment*

In view

of these findings, it is apparent that more information on
baseline confidence rating behavior must be obtained*
No significant differences in amount of conformity be
havior were found among the experimental groups and their
matched controls.

It was suggested that the pseudo-ESP

task employed in the conditioning series may have been re
sponsible for this finding.

Both the ESP situation and the

conformity situation employed in Experiment II required the
Ss to agree with the experimenter in order to achieve suc
cess .
In terms of their stated goals, the experiments pre
sented in this paper were only partially successful*

They

represented a first step toward the possibility of achieving
independent manipulation of confidence rating behavior*
Further research will be required to determine whether the
operant conditioning method proposed in these experiments
is feasible*
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